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By Mr. Harrington of Newton, petition of Peter F. Harrington for
legislation to establish a state disaster law. State Administration.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Six.

An Act providing a state disaster act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 The General Laws are hereby amended by inserting after
2 chapter 147 the following chapter:

CHAPTER 147A.
MASSACHUSETTS DISASTER ACT.

3
4

6 (1) Reduce vulnerability of people and-communities of the
7 commonwealth to damage, injury, and loss of life and property
8 resulting from natural or man-made catastrophes, riots, or hostile
9 military or paramilitary action.

10 (2) Prepare for prompt and efficient rescue, care, and treatment
11 of persons victimized or threatened by disaster.
12 (3) Provide a setting conducive to the rapid and orderly start
13 of restoration and rehabilitation of persons and property affected
14 by disasters.
15 (4) Clarify and strengthen the roles of the governor, state
16 agencies and local governments in prevention of, preparation for.
17 response to, and recovery from disasters.
18 (5) Authorize and provide for cooperation in disaster
19 prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery.
20 (6) Authorize and provide for coordination of activities
21 relating to disaster prevention, preparedness, response, and
22 recovery by agencies and officers of the commonwealth, and

Commontoealtf) cf iWasteacfnigettsi

5 Section 1. The purposes of this chapter are to;
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similar state-local, insterestate, federal-state and foreign activities
in which the commonwealth and its political subdivisions may
participate.

23
24
25

(7) Provide a disaster management system embodying all
aspects of predisaster preparedness and postdisaster response.

26
27
28 (8) Assist in prevention of disaster caused or aggravated by

inadequate planning for and regulation of public and private
facilities and land use. j

(9) Supplement, without in any way limiting, authority
conferred by previous statutes of the commonwealth and increase
the capability of the commonwealth and local agencies having
responsibilities for civil defense to perform both civil defense and
disaster services.

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36 Section 3. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to:
37 (I) Interfere with the course or conduct of a labor dispute,

except that actions otherwise authorized by this chapter or other
laws may be taken when necessary to forestall or mitigate
imminent or existing danger to public health or safety.

38
39
40
41 (2) Interfere with dissemination of news or comment on public

affairs; but any communications facility or organization,
including but not limited to radio and television stations, wire
services, and newspapers, may be required to transmit or print
public service messages furnishing information or instructions in
connection with a disaster emergency. .

42
43
44
45
46
47 (3) Affect the jurisdiction or responsibilities of police forces,

fire fighting forces, units of the Armed Forces of the United
States, or of any personnel thereof, when on active duty; but
state, local, and interjurisdictional disaster emergency plans shall
place reliance upon the forces available for performance of
functions related to disaster emergencies.

48
49
50
51
52
53 (4) Limit, modify, or abridge the authority of the governor to

proclaim martial law or exercise any other powers vested in him
under the constitution, statutes, or common law of the^i 1'
commonwealth independent of, or in conjunction with, any
provisions of this chapter.

54
55
56
57
58 Section 4. As used in this chapter.
59 (I) “Disaster” means occurrence or imminent threat of

widespread or severe damage, injury, or loss of life or property
resulting from any natural or man-made cause, including but not

60
61
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limited to fire, flood, earthquake, wind, storm, wave action, oil
spill, or other water contamination requiring emergency action to

avert danger or damage, volcanic activity, epidemic, air
contamination, blight, drought, infestation, explosion, riot, or
hostile military or paramilitary action.

62
63
64
65
66

(2) “Political subdivision” means any county, city, town, or
other unit of local government.

67
68

(3) “Unorganized militia” means all able-bodied male and
female persons between the ages of sixteen and fifty years.

69
'7O
71

(a) The governor is responsible for meeting the dangers to the
commonwealth and people presented by disasters.

72
73
74 (b) Under this act, the governor may issue executive orders,

proclamations, and regulations, and amend or rescind them.
Executive orders, proclamations, and regulations have the force
and effect of law.

75
76
77
78 (c) A disaster emergency shall be declared by executive order

or proclamation of the governor if he finds a disaster has
occurred or that this occurrence or the threat thereof is imminent.
The state of disaster emergency shall continue until the governor
finds that the threat or danger has passed or the disaster has been
dealt with to the extent that emergency conditions no longer exist
and terminates the state of disaster emergency by executive order
or proclamation, but not state of disaster emergency may
continue for longer than thirty days unless renewed by the
governor. The Legislature by concurrent resolution may
terminate a state of disaster emergency at any time. Thereupon,
the governor shall issue an executive order or proclamation
ending the state of disaster emergency. All executive orders or
proclamations issued under this subsection shall indicate the
nature of the disaster, the area or areas threatened, and the
conditions which have brought it about or which make possible
termination of the state of disaster emergency. An executive order
or proclamation shall be disseminated promptly by means
calcluated to bring its contents to the attention of the general
public and unless the circumstances attendant upon the disaster
prevent or impede, promptly filed with the state office of disaster
emergency services.

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

J)4
95
96
97
98
99

Section 5.
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(d) An executive order or proclamation of a state of disaster
emergency shall activate the disaster response and recovery
aspects of the local, and interjurisdictional disaster emergency
plans applicable to the political subdivision or area in question
and be authority for the deployment and use of any forces to
which the plan or plans apply and for use or distribution of any
supplies, equipment, and materials and facilities assembled,
stockpiled, or arranged to be made available pursuant to this act
or any other provision of law relating to disaster emergencies.

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

(e) During the continuance of any state of disaster emergency
the governor is commander-in-chief of the organized and
unorganized militia and of all other forces available for
emergency duty. To the greatest extent practicable, the governor
shall delegate or assign command authority by prior arrangement
embodied in appropriate executive orders or regulations, but
nothing herein restricts his authority to do so by orders issued at
the time of the disaster emergency.

109
110
111
112
113

I 14
115
116

(0 In addition to any other powers conferred upon the
governor by law, he may;

117
118

(1) Suspend the provisions of any regulatory statute
prescribing the procedures for conduct of state business, or the
orders, rules, or regulations, of any state agency, if strict
compliance with the provisions of any statute, order, rule, or
regulation would in any way prevent, hinder, or delay necessary
action in coping with the emergency.

119
120
121
122
123
124

(2) Utilize all available resources of the state government as
reasonably necessary to cope with the disaster emergency and of
each political subdivision of the commonwealth.

125
126
127

(3) Transfer the direction, personnel, or functions of state
departments and agencies or units thereof for the purpose of
performing or facilitating emergency services.

128
129
130

(4) Subject to any applicable requirements for compensation
under Section 13, commandeer or utilize any private property if
he finds this necessary to cope with the disaster emergency.

131
132
133
134 (5) Direct and compel the evacuation of all or part of the

population from any stricken or threatened area within the
commonwealth if he deems this action necessary for the
preservation of life or other disaster mitigation, response, or
recovery.

135

136
137
138
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(6) Prescribe routes, modes of transportation, and
destinations in connection with evacuation.

139
140

(7) Control ingress and egress to and from a disaster area,
the movement of persons within the area, and the occupancy of
premises therein.

141
141
142

(8) Suspend or limit the sale, dispensing, or transportation
of alcoholic beverages, firearms, explosives, and combustibles.

143
144

(9) Make provision for the availability and use of temporary
emergency housing.

145
146
147

(a) A division of disaster emergency services is hereby
established in the office of the governor. The division shall have a
director appointed by and to serve at the pleasure of the
governor. The division shall have a planning officer and other
professional, technical, secretarial, and clerical employees as
necessary for the performance of its functions.

148
149
150

151
152
153

(b) The division of disaster emergency services shall prepare
and maintain a state disaster plan and keep it current, which plan
may include:

154
155
156

(1) Prevention and minimization of injury and damage
caused by disaster.

157
158

(2) Prompt and effective response to disaster159
(3) Emergency relief.160
(4) Identification of areas particularly vulnerable to dis-

asters.
161
162

(5) Recommendations for zoning, building, and other land-
use controls, safety measures for securing mobile homes or other
nonpermanent or semipermanent structures, and other preventive
and preparedness measures designed to eliminate or reduce
disasters or their impact.

163
164
165
166
167

(6) Assistance to local officials in designing local emergency
action plans.

168
169

(7) Authorization and procedures for the erection or other
construction of temporary works designed to protect against or
mitigate danger, damage, or loss from flood, conflagration, or
other disaster.

170
171
172
173

(8) Preparation and distribution to the appropriate state and
local officials of state catalogs of federal, state, and private
assistance programs.

174
175
176

Section 6
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(9) Organization of manpower and chains of command177
(10) Coordination of federal, state, and local disaster

activities.
178
179

(11) Coordination of the state disaster plan with the disaster
plans of the federal government.

180
181

(12) Other necessary matters.182
(c) The division of disaster emergency services shall take an

integral part in the development and revision of local and
interjurisdictional disaster plans prepared under section eight. To
this end it shall employ or otherwise secure the services of
professional and technical personnel capable of providing expert
assistance to political subdivisions, their disaster agencies, and
interjurisdictional planning and disaster agencies. These per-
sonnel shall consult with subdivisions and agencies on a regularly
scheduled basis and shall make field examinations of the areas,
circumstances and conditions to which particular local and
interjurisdictional disaster plans are intended to apply, and may
suggest or require revisions.

183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194

(d) In preparing and revising the state disaster plan, the
division of disaster emergency services shall seek the advice and
assistance of local government, business, labor, industry,
agriculture, civic, and volunteer organizations and community
leaders. In advising local and interjurisdictional agencies, the
division shall encourage them also to seek advice from these
sources.

195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202 (e) The state disaster plan or any part thereof may be

incorporated in regulations of the division of disaster emergency
services or executive orders which have the force and effect of
law.

203
204
205

(f) The division of disaster emergency services shall:206
(1) Determine requirements of the commonwealth and its

political subdivisions for food, clothing, and other necessities in
event of an emergency.

207
208
209
210 (2) Procure, and pre-position supplies, medicines, materials,

and equipment.211
212 (3) Promulgate standards and requirements for local and

interjurisdictional disaster plans.213
214 (4) Periodically review local and interjurisdictional disaster

plans.215
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(5) Provide for mobile support units.216
(6) Establish and operate or assist political subdivisions,

their disaster agencies, and interjurisdictional disaster agencies to
establish and operate training programs of public information.

217
218
219

(7) Make surveys of industries, resources, and facilities,
within the State, both public and private, as are necessary to carry
out the purposes of this act.

220
221
222

(8) Plan and make arrangements for the availability and use
of any private facilities, services, and property and, if necessary
and if in fact used, provide for payment for use under terms and
conditions agreed upon.

223

#24
225
226

(9) Establish a register of persons with types of training and
skills important in emergency prevention, preparedness,
response, and recovery.

227
228
229

(10) Establish a register of mobile and construction
equipment and temporary housing available for use in a disaster
emergency.

230
231
232

(11) Prepare, for issuance by the governor, executive orders,
proclamations, and regulations as necessary or appropriate in
coping with disasters.

233
234
235

(12) Cooperate with the federal government and any public
or private agency or entity in achieving any purpose of this act
and in implementing programs for disaster prevention, prepara-
tion, response, and recovery.

236
237
238
239
240 (13) Do other things necessary, incidental, or appropriate

for the implementation of this act.241
242
243 (a) It is the intent of the legislature and declared to be the

policy of the commonwealth that funds to meet disaster
emergencies shall always be available.

244
245
246 (b) Emergency funding board is established, composed of the

president of the senate and the speaker of the house.247
(c) A disaster contingency fund is established which shall

receive monies appropriated thereto by the legislature. Monies in
the disaster contingency fund shall remain therein until expended.

248

250
25! (d) It is the legislative intent that the first recourse shall be to

funds regularly appropriated to state and local agencies. If the
governor finds that the demands placed upon these funds in
coping with a particular disaster are unreasonably great, he may.

252
253

254

Section 7.
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255 with the concurrence of the emergency funding board, make
256 funds available from the disaster contingency fund. If monies
257 available from the fund are insufficient, and if the governor finds
258 that other sources of money to cope with the disaster are not
259 available or are insufficient, the governor, with the concurrence
260 of the disaster emergency funding board, may transfer and
261 expend monies appropriated for other purposes or borrow for a
262 term not to exceed two years from the United States Government
263 or any other public or private source.
264 (e) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to limit

the governor’s authority to apply for, administer, and expend
66 grants, gifts, or payments in aid of disaster prevention,

267 preparedness, response, or recovery.
268 Section 8.
269 (a) Each political subdivision within the commonwealth shall
270 he within the jurisdiction of and served by the division of disaster
271 emergency services and by a local or interjurisdictional agency
272 responsible for disaster preparedness and coordination of

response.
4 (b) Each county shall maintain a disaster agency or participate

275 in a local or interjurisdictional disaster agency which, except as
70 otherwise provided under this act, has jurisdiction over and serves

277 the entire county.
27g (c) The governor shall determine which disaster agencies of

their own and require that they be established and maintained.279

2go hie shall make his determinations on the basis of the
281 municipality’s disaster vulnerability and capability of response
->g i related to population size and concentration. The disaster agency
283 of a county shall cooperate with the disaster agencies of
284 municipalities situated within its borders but shall not have
785 Jur >s<Jiction within a municipality having its own disaster agency.
->B6 Ihe division of disaster emergency services shall publish and keep
->B7 current a list of municipalities required to have disaster agencies
788 under this subsection.

89 (d) Any provision of this chapter or other law to the contrary
79Q notwithstanding, the governor may require a political subdivision
29> to establish and maintain a disaster agency jointly with one or
792 ruore contiguous political subdivisions, if he finds that the
->97 establishment and maintenance of an agency or participation
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therein is made necessary by circumstances or conditions that
make it unusually difficult to provide disaster prevention,
preparedness, response, or recovery services under other
provisions of this act.

294
295

296
297

(e) Each political subdivision which does not have a disaster
agency and has not made arrangements to secure or participate in
the services of an agency shall have a liaison officer designated to
facilitate the cooperation and protection of that subdivision in the
work of disaster prevention, preparedness, response, and
recovery.

298
299
300
301
602
303

(f) The mayor or other principal executive officer of each
political subdivision in the commonwealth shall notify the
division of disaster emergency services of the manner in which the
political subdivision is providing or securing disaster planning
and emergency services, identify the person who heads the agency
from which the service is obtained, and furnish additional
information relating thereto as the division requires.

304
305
306
307
308
309
310

(g) Each local and intcrjurisdictional agency shall prepare and
keep current a local or intcrjurisdictional disaster emergency plan
for its area.

311
312
313

(h) The local or intcrjurisdictional disaster agency, as the case
may be, shall prepare and distribute to all appropriate officials in
written from a clear and complete statement of the emergency
responsibilities of all local agencies and officials and of the
disaster chain of command.

314
315
316
317
318
319

(a) If the governor finds that two or more adjoining counties
would be better served by an intcrjurisdictional arrangement than
by maintaining separate disaster agencies and services, he may
delineate by executive order or regulation an intcrjurisdictional
area adequate to plan for, prevent, or respond to disaster in that
area and direct steps to be taken as necessary, including the
creation of an intcrjurisdictional relationship, a joint disaster
emergency plan, mutual aid, or an area organization for
emergency planning and services. A finding of the governor
pursuant to this subsection shall be based on one or more factors
related to the difficulty of maintaining an efficient and effective
disaster prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery system
on a unijurisdictional basis, such as:

320
321

323

324
325

f 6321
328
329
330
331
332

Section 9.
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33 (i) Small or sparse population
-■*34 (2) Limitations on public financial resources severe enough
435 to make maintenance of a separate disaster agency and services
336 unreasonably burdensome.

37 (3) Unusual vulnerability to disaster as evidenced by a past
338 history of disasters, topographical features, drainage
339 characteristics, disaster potential, and presence of disaster-prone
340 facilities or operations
341 (4) The interrelated character of the counties in a multicoun-

Tv area
343 (5) Other relevant conditions or circumstances
344 (b) If the governor finds that a vulnerable area lies only partly

within the commonwealth and includes territory in another state
or states or territory in a foreign jurisdiction and that it would be
desirable to establish an interstate or international relationship,
mutual aid, or an area organization for disaster, he shall take
steps to that end as desirable. If this action is taken with
jurisdictions that have enacted the interstate civil defense and
disaster compact, any resulting agreement or agreements may be
considered supplemental agreements pursuant to Article VI of
that compact.

345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353

(c) If the other jurisdiction or jursidictions with which the
governor proposes to cooperate pursuant to subsection (b) hereof
have not enacted that compact, he may negotiate special
agreements with the jurisdiction or jurisdictions. Any agreement,
if sufficient authority for the making thereof does not otherwise
exist, becomes effective only after its text has been communicated
to the legislature and provided that neither house of the general
court disapproved it by adjournment of the next ensuing session
competent to consider it or within thirty days of its submission,
whichever is longer.

354
355

356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364

(a) This commonwealth enacts into law and enters into the
interstate civil defense and disaster compact with all states, as
defined therein, bordering this commonwealth, which states have
enacted or shall hereafter enact the compact.

365
366
367
368

(b) The governor may enter into the compact with any state
which does not border this commonwealth if he finds that joint

369
370

Section 10.
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371 action with the state is desirable in meeting common in
tcrgovernmental problems of emergency disaster planning
prevention, reponse, and recovery.

372
373

374 (c) Nothing in subsections (a) and (h) shall be construed to
limit previous or future entry into the interstate civil defense and
disaster compact with other states.

375
376
Ml (d) If any person holds a license, certificate, or other permit

issued by any state or political subdivision thereof evidencing the
meeting of qualifications for professional, mechanical, or other
skills, the person may render aid involving that skill to meet an
emergency or disaster, and the commonwealth shall give due
recognition to the license, certificate, or other permit.

378
37 l)

380
381
382
383

(a) A local disaster emergency may be declared only by the
principal executive officer of a political subdivision. It shall not
be continued or renewed for a period in excess of seven days
except by or with the consent of the governing board of the
political subdivision. Any order or proclamation declaring,
continuing, or terminating a local disaster emergency shall be
given prompt and general publicity and shall be filed promptly
with the general court.

384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391

(b) The effect of a declaration of a local disaster emergency is
to activate the response and recovery aspects of any and all
applicable local or interjurisdictional disaster emergency plans
and to authorize the furnishing of aid and assistance thereunder.

392
393
394
395

(c) No interjurisdictional agency or official thereof may
declare a local disaster emergency unless expressly authorized by
the agreement pursuant to which the agency functions. However,
an interjurisdictional disaster agency shall provide aid and
services in accordance with the agreement pursuant to which it
functions.

396
397
398
399
400
40!
402

•fO3 (a) In addition to disaster prevention measures as included in
the state, local, and interjurisdictional disaster plans, the
governor shall consider on a continuing basis steps that could be
taken to prevent or reduce the harmful consequences of disasters.
At his direction, and pursuant to any other authority and
competence they have, state agencies, including but not limited to

404
405
406
407
408

Section 11.

Section 12.
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those charged with responsibilities in connection with Hood plain
management, stream encroachment and flow regulation, weather
modification, fire prevention and control, air quality, public
works, land use and land use planning, and construction
standards, shall make studies of disaster prevention-related
matters. The governor, from time to time, shall make recommen-
dations to the general court, local governments, and other
appropriate public and private entities as may facilitate measured
for prevention or reduction of the harmful consequences ol
disasters.

409
410

41 1
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419 (b) The division of disaster emergency services, shall keep land

uses and construction of structures and other facilities under
continuing study and identify areas which are particularly
susceptible to severe land shifting, subsidence, flood, or other
catastrophic occurrence. The studies under this subsection shall
concentrate on means of reducing or avoiding the dangers caused
by this occurrence or the consequences thereof.

420
421
422
423
424
425
426 (c) If the division of disaster emergency services believes on the

basis of the studies or other competent evidence that an area is
susceptible to a disaster of catastrophic proportions without '
adequate warning, that existing building standards and land-use
controls in that area are inadequate and could add substantially
to the magnitude of the disaster, and that changes in zoning
regulations, other land-use regulations, or building requirements
are essential in order to further the purposes of this section, it
shall specify the essential changes to the governor. If the governor
upon review of the recommendation finds after public hearing
that the changes are essential, he shall so recommend to the
agencies or local governments with jurisdiction over the area and
subject matter. If no action or insufficient action pursuant to his
recommendations is taken within the time specified by the
governor, he shall so inform the general court and
legislative action appropriate to mitigate the impact of disaster*

(d) The governor at the same time that he makes his
recommendations pursuant to subsection (c), may suspend the
standard or control which he finds to be inadequate to protect the
public safety and by regulation place a new standard or control in
effect. The new standard or control shall remain in effect until

427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446

rejected by concurrent resolution or amended by the governor447
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During the time it is in effect, the standard or control contained in
the governor’s regulation shall be administered and given full
effect by all relevant regulatory agencies of the state and local
governments to which it applies. The governor’s action is subject
to judicial review but shall not be subject to temporary stay
pending litigation.

448
449
450
451
452
453
454

(a) Each person shall conduct himself and keep and manage
his affairs and property in ways that will reasonably assist and
will not unreasonably detract from the ability of the com-
monwealth and the public successfully to meet disaster emergen-
cies. This obligation includes appropriate personal service and
use or restriction on the use of property in time of disaster
emergency. This chapter niether increases nor decreases these
obligations but recognizes their existence under the constitution
and statutes of this state and the common law. Compensation for
services or for the taking or use of property shall be only to the
extent that obligations recognized herein are exceeded in a
particular case and then only to the extent that the claimant may
not be deemed to have volunteered his services or property
without compensation.

455

457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468

(b) No personal services may be compensated by the
commonwealth or any political subdivision thereof, except
pursuant to statute or local law or ordinance.

469
470
471

(c) Compensation for property shall be only if the property
was commandeered or otherwise used in coping with a disaster
emergency and its use or destruction was ordered by the governor
or a member of the disaster emergency forces.

472
473
474
475

(d) Any person claiming compensation for the use, damage,
loss, or destruction of property under this chapter shall file a
claim therefor with the state treasurer in the form and manner
said treasurer provides.

476
477
478
479

-4so (e) Unless the amount of compensation on account of property
damaged, lost, or destroyed is agreed upon between the claimant
and the amount of compensation shall be calculated in the same
manner as compensation due for a taking of property pursuant to
the eminent domain laws.

481
482
483
484

(f) Nothing in this section applies to or authorizes compensa-

Section 13.

485
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t

tion for the destruction or damaging of standing timber or other
property in order to provide a firebreak or to the release of waters
or the breach of inpoundments in order to reduce pressure or
other danger from actual or threatened flood.

486
487
488
489

Section 14. The division of disaster emergency services shall
ascertain what means exist for rapid and efficient com-
munications in times of disaster emergencies. The division shall
consider the desirability of supplementing these communications
resources or of integrating them into a comprehensive state or
state-federal telecommunications or other communications
system or network. In studying the character and feasibility of
any system or its several parts, the division shall evaluate the
possibility of multipurpose use thereof for general state and local
governmental purposes. The division shall make recommen-
dations to the governor as appropriate.

490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501

(a) Political subdivisions not participating in interjurisdic-
tional arrangements pursuant to this act nevertheless shall be
encouraged and assisted by the division of disaster emergency
services to conclude suitable arrangements for furnishing mutual
aid in coping with disasters. The arrangements shall include
provision of aid by persons and units in public employ.

502
503
504
505
506
507

(b) In passing upon local disaster plans, the governor shall
consider whether they contain adequate provisions for the
rendering and receipt of mutual aid.

508
509
510

(c) It is a sufficient reason for the governor to require an
interjurisdictional agreement or arrangement pursuant to Section
9 of this act that the area involved and political subdivisions
therein have available equipment, supplies, and forces necessary
to provide mutual aid on a regional basis and that the political
subdivisions have not already made adequate provision for
mutual aid; but in requiring the making of an interjurisdictional
arrangement to accomplish the purpose of this section, the
governor need not require establishment and maintenance of an
interjurisdictional agency or arrangement for any other disaster
purposes.

511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521

Section 15.
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i

522 Section 16. The division of disaster emergency services shall
keep continuously apprised of weather conditions which present
danger of precipitation or other climatic activity severe enough to
constitute a disaster. If the division determines that precipitation
that may result from weather modification operations, either by
itself or in conjunction with other precipitation or climatic
conditions or activity, would create or contribute to the severity
of a disaster, it shall direct the officer or agency empowered to
issue permits for weather modification operations to suspend the
issuance of the permits. Thereupon, no permits may be issued
until the division informs the officer or agency that the danger has
passed.

523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533




